
 

 

 

  

Naturally, your requests are not always the same, and 
for this reason our teaching team goes further: we can 
examine together a period of Italian history, compare 
the dialects of our country, design a linguistic and cultural 
study program on Italian and regional cuisines with a 
particular focus on wine, or simply enjoy conversing in 
Italian, so that you have the necessary skills for 
communicating when shopping, asking for directions, 
or ordering in a restaurant. 

This is our path, this is our Italian journey which we are 
eager to share with all of you, enjoying together a 
direct, meaningful experience to take with you upon 
your departure. The duration of courses is decided 
together, based on your availability, along with the 
frequency, hours, and days that suit you best. 

We can organize lessons at our campus in the city 
center or in your own lodging. Lessons can be either 
individual or in small groups. 

“AN ITALIAN JOURNEY”
Courses in Italian language and

culture for foreigners

"Travelling is walking toward the horizon, meeting the 
other, discovering, and coming back richer than before.” 

 Luis Sepulveda 

 

 

Write to us at: info@sienaitaltech.it
or phone us at: +39 0577 240119

For more information about our courses and costs. 

You may also reach us through your lodging facility.
Contact us for any information and we’ll be happy to 
respond! 

iena   taltech
TECNOLOGIE PER LO SVILUPPO LINGUISTICO

Siena Itatech is a  spin-off of the Università per Stranieri di 
Siena, which since 1823 has specialized in teaching 
Italian to foreigners at all levels and from all backgrounds.

Siena Italtech builds on the legacy of the University and 
offers  the opportunity to follow Italian language courses 
fully customized for tourists or travellers, to discover the 
territory of Siena and Tuscany. We’ll help you better 
experience the rich language and culture of Italy.

Our teachers organize lessons in Italian language and 
culture  by joining you side by side in your linguistic and 
cultural ‘voyage’ and helping you reach your ‘destination’: 
You are in control of your experience here, deciding 
what to explore and how much time to dedicate to 
each area of study.

Our teaching methods  meet all your needs: we organize 
courses in conversation, grammar, and courses to 
discover Italian Literature, Cinema and Opera. Not only 
do we offer lessons on the Greats of Literature and 
Cinema, but also on Italian Cuisine and Fashion so as to 
introduce you to both the the splendors of the past and 
the treasures of contemporary Italy.

Our onsite lessons are a favorite! Join us on foot to 
explore Siena, its history, its artistic treasures, and the 
famous Palio- a tradition renewed every year through 
the unchanging enthusiasm of the locals and visitors who 
take part in the celebrations.          


